T-76 baptised one summer by the mountains. There was a big spring..that's the place,
There was a church there too. LThat was a Baptist Church;, Saddle Mountain.
(What was fcne name of the spring?)
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It's just there and I don't know that there's any name /for it. And that
spring water goes a long wasy, you might say, I don't know how many miles, it
keeps a running. Must be a good spring. And people around there close they
always dig a holes byt the side.of the ..even if it's a river they always check
around and see water running on top like that, well they'll dig a hole. They
didn't have any wells they have to carry water from so many miles. Again they
don't haul it; they have to carry it in baskets, maybe two buckets of water,
long ways. And when they were in tipis they have a fireplace made, where they
make fire and keep their tipis warm and cook in there too« But later on when
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they put them houses up they showed them how to get stoves. You know, and put'
them through the chimbley. and that's where they learned how to use stoves.
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And later on, the first stove I saw had just two tops and so high (about 2£ft.).
Oh,-I just thought it was funny, it was a funny stove. And I just thought the
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what is it for and we shouldn't think like that, but I was afraid of 'it. I'm
always like that. I have to be told before I try to ..I won't eveiji make no fire
myself. But I can in a tipi. One time I go out and pick up them, you know,
when they're makin houses, they'd saw and those JLittie piles of (shavings?) x
$es, I?d pick them up, I'd take them in the tipi'^ I'd* put them in the fire.
And that don't last long. It's just like burnin paper. But they had wood ready
even by the a pile of wood. It would be piled up so high, as far as we could
reach. So\ it would be ready all the time. After they had their wood piled up.'
I don't know if they had axes at that time, but they would take a stick of wood
and they'd .step on it; and it would kinda break in half, and then that's the
\
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wood they h^ve ready for the fire, you know.
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(Well at Rainy Mountain School were there any teachers that you liked?)

